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“The infinite is ageless;
but consciousness is
fashioning of our mind
to become a spiritual
being.” ~ Antares

“A book of Spiritual Enlightenment...”
Life Before Life: The Journey Of The Soul
by Dr. Marvin A. Lepien & Dr. Rose Lepien

This book is written for the
benefit of honest souls through
out the world who have a
healthy curiosity or strong
feeling about, or perhaps have
even experienced having been
here in this world before.
“My extended period of
experience in dealing with all
manners of people from all
corners of the earth, has taught
me a great deal about human
life,” said Dr. Marvin A Lepien,
Chiropractor and healing
specialist. “That is to say, I’ve
gained insight to understand
reasoning behind the way people
think and act, the way they feel,
what they believe, and how they
live their lives. Humanism is
certainly no stranger to my

understanding. From the very
worst type of character, to the
very best, I’ve met them all. I
still love people, most of the
time.
“Life Before Life” is a product
of divine revelations presented to
Dr. Rose Lepien’s late husband,
Dr. Marvin A. Lepien. He was a
devoted Chiropractor for fortyeight years, with additional
degrees in Metaphysics,
Acupuncture, and Internal
Medicine. His spiritual curiosity
guided him to perform many
hypnotic sessions on family
members, friends and patients
resulting in the unfolding of
mysteries of past lives, life before
this life, and the journey of the
soul. Dr. Rose Lepien completed
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his masterpiece through preparing
and publishing “Life Before
Life.”
This book is not a religious
work, however it does come
close. Involving one of the very
great mysteries of life, the
actual accessibility by hypnotic
regression into former lives and
former times, Life Before Life,
The Journey Of The Soul
depicts examples of human
existence on both the physical
plane and the spiritual plane.
Book copies available in
late June 2009. Contact Dr.
Rose Lepien, 580-353-6776 or
E-mail drrose@lcisp.com, 1201
W Gore Blvd. Suite A, Lawton,
OK 73501.
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